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1. the analysis dashboard allows you to create which 2 type of charts? (Choose two)

entity (vm,host,disk,memory,etc.)
metric (IOPS, sequential reads, etc).
open support cases
out-of-band management
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2. Which two targets are valid options when selecting a Remote Site in Prism? (Choose two)

Physical Cluster
Network attached storage
XI Cloud Services
Tape Library
Cloud
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3. What certificate must be installed on the cluster to support client certificates?

Wildcard certificate
SSL server certificate
SAN certificate
Trusted CA certificate
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4. When does Nutanix recommend performing an AHV upgrade?

As soon after upgrading AOS as possible
Only when required to fix a specific bug
As soon as a new version is posted to support portal
As soon as a new version is available for one-click in Prism Element
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5. An administrator needs to determine current CPU usage across multiple clusters 
 
Which method should the administrator use to get the information?

Prism central home
prism central home +ad widgtes
Prism central explore clusters
Prism central home manage dashboards.
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6. which cli is used to run this command? (cluster version)

ecli
bash shell
ncli
acli
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7. An administrator has been tested with storing Nutanix snapshots at an off-premises location. The administrator does not have a second Nutanix cluster to use. 
 
Which two servers could be utilized as remote sites for snapshots? (Choose two)

Google Cloud Platform
Amazon Web Services
Microsoft Azure
XI Cloud Services
The IBM Cloud
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8. An administrator is preparing to migrate VMs from a legacy ESXi cluster to a new AHV cluster. 
 
Which action must be the administrator perform on the AHV cluster to migrate VM data?

Install the Nutanix Virt0 drivers
Whitelist the ESXi cluster IP address
Create placeholder VMs
Install Nutanix Self servicing restore.
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9. what ahv provides hot spot detection and invokes live migration?

acropolis dfs
acropolis dynamic scheduler
acropolis data replicator
acropolis management fabric
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10. A VM user permanently deletes a directory on a guest VM. The Nutanix administrator has enabled Self-Services for this VM. 
 
Which three steps must the administrator perform to restore the directory? (Choose Three)

Create a clone of the VM from a previous snapshot and replace the original VM
Connect to the cloned VM and copy the directory to the source VM
Copy the directory from the snapshot disk to the original VM disk
Launch the Nutanix SSR utility on the VM
Select and mount the snapshot that contains the deleted directory
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11. what command is used to run the nutanix cluster checks from the CVM CLI?

ncc health_check run_all
ncc run_all_health_check
ncc check_all health_options
ncc check_health run_all
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12. In the event of failed CVM, what happens to the physically attached storage for the node and the VMs running on it?

The drives for that node are inaccessible. The VMs reboot.
The drives for that node are inaccessible. The VMs continue to run.
The hypervisor regains control of the drives. VMs on that node reboot.
The hypervisor regain control of the drives. VMs on that node continue to run.
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13. A cluster is configured for RF2. The data resiliency status field in Prism is Critical. 
 
What is the state of the cluster?

A drive has failed and the node is critically close to failure.
A drive has failed and successfully re-replicated the missing data.
A drive has failed and the node needs to be rebooted.
A drive has failed and is currently re-replicating the missing data.
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14. Which 3 VM components can be monitored in the VM dashboard in prism element (choose three)

CPU utilization
I/O latency
Flash mode Capability
Memory Utilization
Network Utilization
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15. what applies to prism central?

clusters and PC need to match hypervisor
setup through prism as 1,2 or 3-VMs
created bu user as 1 or 3-VM
created during foundation
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16. Which feature, if enabled, can simplify licensing operations?

License Automation
my.nutanix.com
License Bundle
Portal Connection
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17. An organization has a 3-node cluster, with utilization rates as follows: 
 
✑ 35% CPU 
 
✑ 40% RAM 
 
✑ 20% SSD 
 
✑ 35% HDD 
 
A node in this cluster fails. 
 
Which type of degradation will the client experience due to this node failure?

The entire cluster will be down until the node is repaired.
All VMs from that node will be offline until the node is repaired.
VMs from the failed node will be offline until they restart on the remaining nodes.
The cluster will be online but will experience performance issues due to utilization.
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18. An administrator needs to view and compare IOPs for VMs across multiple clusters. 
 
Which two dashboards can the administrator use to find this information? (Choose two)

Planning
Apps
Explore
Analysis
Home
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19. In what order does Nutanix recommend that components be upgraded on a single cluster?

LCM, AOS, AH
NCC Foundation
NCC Foundation, AOS, LCM, AHV
Foundation, LCM, NCC AOS, AHV
AOS, AH
LCM, NCC, Foundation
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20. An administrator has observed that when an all- AHV host restarts unexpectedly one VM it hosts does not restart as expected. 
 
Which cluster on VM configuration explains this behavior?

No other all-flash nodes have capacity to host the VM
Nutanix Guest Tools are not installed on the VM
Affinity for the VM is set for only the host that rebooted
VM high availability is not enabled
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21. An administrator needs to take a single node down for maintenance . 
 
Which two steps should the administrator take? (Choose two)

Make sure Auto Evacuation is enabled
Shut down or live migrate all VMs off of the node.
Verify the data resiliency status of the cluster.
Reclaim the licenses to the Nutanix Support Portal.
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22. An administrator needs to replace the default self-signed certificate in Prism with a certificate signed by a trusted Certificate Authority (CA). 
 
Which option on the ta 
 
B. Lifecycle Management 
 
C. UI Options 
 
D. Cluster Lockdown
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23. What provides the most efficient method to delete 20 specific AHV VMs? 
 
A. Create a script using PowerCLI to delete the VMs. 
 
B. In Prism Elem sk menu should the administrator select to change this configuration? 
 
A. SSL Certificate ent, select and delete each VM. 
 
C. Create a script using Postman and REST API. 
 
D. In Prisra Central, select all VMs and click delete.
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24. Which type of data is distributed by Zookeeper to ensure availability in the case of node or block failure?

User Data
Metadata
Configuration Data
Snapshot Data
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25. An AHV administrator wants to take advantage of maximized network throughput and redundancy for the default bond on some nodes. 
 
Which action should the administrator perform?

Add additional 10Gb interfaces.
Determine which IP addresses to use.
Remove any 1Gb interfaces.
Set default bond to use Active-Backup.
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26. Which service performs snapshots in an AOS 5.15 implementations?

Prism
Stargate
Zookeeper
Medusa
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27. An administrator is restarting a node and the CVM has not automatically restarted. 
 
Which command should be used to start the CVM?

cvm start cvm_name
virsh start block-ID-(Node Letter)
cvm start block-ID-(Node Letter)
virsh start cvm name
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28. Which two Nutanix cluster features and minimum revision levels are required to support up to 120 Tebibytes (TiB) of storage per node?

Foundation 4.4
AOS5.11
Prism Central 5.10
Files 5.11
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29. In an AHV cluster, an administrator needs to enable an application to share a disk b group but needs to enable the VMs to see the volume group. 
 
How should the administrator accomplish this task?

Create a shared folder for the VMs using Nutanix Files.
Add the volume group to the VM using the update link from the VM dashboard.
Configure a virtual disk on each VM with identical attributes in the storage dashboard.
Add a disk to one VM and enable read/write on it from the other V
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30. An administrator is working with Nutanix Support and needs to provide logs for troubleshooting an issue. The cluster is located in a secure environment. Data such as IP addresses and VM names cannot be shared. 
 
Which two methods can be used to anonymize the log data sent to Nutanix Support? (Choose two.)

On the Health dashboard in Prism, use the Collect Logs option under Actions and choose Anonymize Output
Run the ncc log_collector tool on a CVM, setting the ―anonymize_output flag to true
Under the User Profile in Prism, select Anonymize Log Output then run Log Collector from the Health dashboard.
Run the ncc log_collector tool on a CVM, setting the ― enhanced log collector flag to true,
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31. Which two methods can be used to create VMs with UEFI firmware? (Choose two.)

Prism web console
PowerCLI
aCLI commands
vCenter 6.7
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32. An administrator is creating a Protection Domain to back up multiple application environments. 
 
Which mechanism does Nutanix use to aggregate VMs with common backup and restore objectives?

Consistency Groups
Application Pools
Availability Domains
Policy-based Backups
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33. Which configuration item is required to set-up email alerts?

NTP
Pulse
SNMP
SMTP
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34. Which bond mode is the default mode on an AHV Nutanix cluster?

Link Aggregation
Balanced SLB
Balance TCP
Active C Backup
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35. An administrator has a 5-node cluster configured for RF2 with 200 TB of raw disk space. 
 
The administrator decides to enable Erasure Coding to gain additional usable space. 
 
Approximately how much usable space would be available after enabling Erasure Coding?

100 TB
125 TB
150 TB
175 TB
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36. Which Nutanix feature allows a Nutanix cluster to present iSCSI storage to an external devices?

Acropolis File Service
Acropolis block service
Storage Pool
Storage container
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37. An administrator must make sure that a business critical application experiences consistent I/O latency. 
 
Which feature should the administrator enable to meet this requirement?

VM-Host Affinity
VM High Availability
VM flash Mode
VM-Host Anti-Affinity
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38. An administrator needs to configure Acropolis File Service (AFS). The administrator is setting up AFS for the first time on the Nutanix cluster. 
 
How many file services VMs are created by default?

4
3
2
1
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39. Which Mechanism that works by data striping and parity calculation?

Compression
Deduplication
Erasure Coding
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40. When license needs to be reclaimed from Host: (Choose 2)

While Destroying the Cluster
If you move nodes from one cluster to another, First reclaim the licenses, move the nodes, Then Re-Apply lincences
Return licences to your Inventory when you remove one or more nodes from cluster
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41. An administrator has a 4-node Nutanix cluster running on Hyper-V. The administrator create a new storage container and makes that available to all hosts. 
 
Which storage protocol should be administrator use for the hosts to gain access to the storage container?

NFS
iSCSI
SMB/CIFS
Fiber Channel
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42. How should an administrator make sure that the LCM Framework is always up to date and upgraded to the latest version?

From the Life Cycle Management page in Prism Element, click Perform Inventory, then edit settings and set LCM Auto Inventory to Daily
From the Life Cycle Management page in Prism Central, click Perform Inventory, then edit settings and
click the Enable LCM Auto Inventory checkbox
From the Life Cycle Management page in Prism Element, click Perform Inventory, then edit settings and click the Enable LCM Auto Inventory checkbox
From the Life Cycle Management page in Prism Central, click Perform Inventory every morning
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43. what does an administrator do before shutdown nutanix node for maintenance in the cluster? (Choose two)

verify data resiliency status in the cluster
reclaim license
migrate all guests vm from the host
shutdown the cluster in that host
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44. to build the vm on the ahv cluster, after amigration, what “Add Disk” operation(s) can be used? (Choose two)

clone from ADSF file
clone from storagepool
clone from image service
clone from vm list
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45. What are the two effects of using Data-at-Rest Encryption on a Nutanix cluster? (Choose two.)

Software-based Data-at-Rest Encryption cannot be disabled.
An External KMS server must exist outside of the encrypted cluster.
Native KMS requires minimum of a four-node cluster.
Encryption is only supported on an empty cluster.
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46. Deduplication is enabled on a container in a hybrid cluster. The administrator sees no disk space savings. 
 
Which two configurations are causing this issue? (Choose two.)

Erasure coding is enabled on the container.
CVM memory is configured with 32 GB of RA
CVM memory is configured with 24 GB of RA
Post-process deduplication is disabled.
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47. Which Nutanix feature allows for a Less than 60 minutes RPO and leverages light weight snapshots (LWS)?

Cloud Connect
Nutanix Guest tools
Near Sync
Volume Group
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48. Which CVM service is primary responsible for handling all metadata operation with a Nutanix cluster?

Stargate
Zeus
Genesis
Cassandra
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49. An administrator wants to be able to manage their application from prism central. 
 
Which feature must the administrator enable to allow for application management?

Capacity runaway
self-service portal
entity explorer
Image management
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50. What is the purpose of a Leap availability zone?

To pair two AHV Clusters for synchronous replication.
To support high availability across two AHV clusters.
To support DR across two Prism Central instances.
To pair two VMs to enable fault tolerance with zero downtime.
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51. Which two levels of encryption are supported in a Nutanix cluster running third-party hypervisor? (Choose two.)

Node
Cluster
Container
VM
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52. Which three statements are true about Agent VMs? (Choose three.)

An Agent VM is automatically migrated to another host
Agent VMs are never migrated to another host
Agent VMs are powered on before other VMs
Agent VMs are powered off if an HA event occurs
A running Agent VM can be moved to another host
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53. SSH access can be completely locked down by disabling remote login and completing which other step?

Deleting all self-signed keys
Replacing all CA keys
Replacing all keys
Deleting all keys
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54. A new Nutanix node includes Which license by default?

Pro
Ultimate
Prism Pro
Starter
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55. Which Nutanix product or feature would support the replacement of a storage appliance for shared home directories?

Storage container
Volumes
Files
Leap
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56. Clusters are configured with an http proxy server an administrator wants to deploy prism central 
 
Which scenario require to the administrator to configure the http proxy whitelist method?

http port 8000 not open in proxy
ssl port 443 not pen in proxy
http port 80 not open in proxy
ssl port 9440 not open in proxy
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57. An administrator wants to view the total IOPs, read & write IOPs on a single graph in prism 
 
Which type of chart on the analysis is capable of allowing this view?

metric chart
entity chart
performance chart
measurement charts
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58. The external identity source (e.g., Active Directory) is unavailable. 
 
Which account should be utilized as the Emergency Local Account lor both Prism Element and the CVM?

Administrator
root
admin
nutanix
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59. An administrator has a cluster in a secure environment. The administrator wants to disable password authentication over SSH to access the cluster. 
 
Which configure should the administrator use to disable password authentication over SSH?

Modify the SSH configuration on each host
Enable Cluster Lockdown in Prism
Modify the SSH Configuration on each CVM
Configure a proxy server in Prism
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60. Which two methods are valid for migrating a VM from a Nutanix vSphere cluster to AHV? (Choose two.)

Storage vMotion
Live Migration
Nutanix Move
Cross-Hypervisor DR
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61. A node has two SSDs in Slot0 and Slot 1. The SSD in Slot 1 fails. 
 
What is the result?

The CVM reboots. Other running VMs do not reboot, and the SSD capacity is reduced.
The CVM and other running VMs do not reboot, and the SSD capacity is reduced.
The CVM is down. AHV takes over serving storage to the node, and the SSD capacity is reduced.
The CVM is down. Another CVM takes over serving storage to the node, and the SSD capacity is reduced.
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62. Which Nutanix cluster service manages VM access to the Distributed Storage Fabric?

Medusa
Stargate
Pithos
Acropolis
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63. An administrator wants to configure key based SSH access for an AOS 5.5 Implementation . 
 
Which three components can be secured using this method? (Choose three)

The hypervisor host***
prism element
the CVM**
Guest virtual machine
The cluster **
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64. When destroying a Nutanix cluster, what is the end result?

All drives in the nodes are set to Common Criteria EAL 2+ standard.
All nodes in the cluster are set to the default factory configuration.
All guest VM data is unrecoverable after destroying the cluster. The cluster configuration data is retained.
All drives in the nodes are sanitized with the DoD 5220.22-M standard, assuring all data is destroyed.
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65. What action should an administrator take to verify the ability to receive email alerts from a Nutanix cluster?

Click the configuration for SNMP and add a destination.
Pull the first SSD out of the node.
Add an email address to the alert configuration list.
Click the test button on the SMTP configuration.
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66. For security reason an administrator needs to logically separate management and data traffic on Nutanix cluster. 
 
Which feature should the administrator select for this configuration?

Prism Central
Network Virtualization
Network Segmentation
Microsegmentation
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67. How should an administrator correct an SSL error while connecting to a Nutanix Cluster?

renew ssl self signed
AD group policy
add cert to trusted in local system
create new cert from AD CA Authority
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68. What is the default level of Verbosity used when enabling Nutanix Pulse?

Nothing
Basis
Basis Coredump
Verbose
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69. An administrator manages a 4-block 16 node Nutanix cluster. One block experiences a Power Delivery Unit (PDU) failure. All nodes in that block power off. VMs on the affected nodes restart as expected. The cluster continues normal operation until power is restored. 
 
Which Nutanix feature is responsible for maintaining operations in this scenario?

IO Redirection
Block Awareness
Async Disaster Recovery
Nutanix App Mobility Fabric
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70. An administrator receives an alert email that indicates that a health check has failed. 
 
Which action should the administrator take to collect more information on the failed check?

In the Prism Web Console, select the URL included in the check details
Re-run the check from the CVM CLI using the ncc command
Forward the alert email to Nutanix Support requesting more information
Use the ncli command on the CVM to view the details of the check
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71. Which expected operations during node addition when the new node has a different AOS version?

The entire cluster is upgraded to the latest one-click release.
The node is added and a separate upgrade operation must be performed.
The addition fails and forces the administrator to image using standalone Foundation.
The node is automatically re-imaged using the software currently running in the cluster.
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72. An administrator sets the default session timeout for admin users in Prism Ul Settings. 
 
What is the maximum timeout in minutes?

15
30
60
120
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73. Which two items are required to manually upload an AOS update to a Nutanix Cluster? (Choose two)

YML file
JSON file
AOS Binary
AOS zip file
AFS Binary file
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74. Write I/O that is deemed sequential will enter which component of the Distributed Storage Fabric first?

Oplog
Extent store
Cache
Metadata Ring
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75. what command initiated from a cvm, is used to view the pNICs on all AHV nodes?

hostssh ssh [email protected] ovs-appctl bond/show
allssh ovs-appctl bond/show
allssh ssh [email protected] ovs-appctl bond/show
hostssh ovs-appctl bond/show
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76. An administrator is working with sensitive data and wants to encrypt that data by Nutanix Software Encryption. 
 
Which three types of information and components are required to enable this configuration? (Choose three)

Key Management Server (KMS)
Root Certificate Authority (CA)
Signed Certificate for each CVM
KMS Certificate
Self-Encryption Drives (SED)
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77. AHV IPAM assigns an IP address from the address pool when creating a managed VM NIC. 
 
At which two instances does the address release back to the pool? (Choose two)

The IP address lease expires
The VM NIC is deleted.
The IP address is changed to static.
The VM is deleted.
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78. In Nutanix clusters, which feature ensures VMs can be migrated and restarted on another host in case of failure?

High Availability
Protection Domain
Host Affinity Rules
Availability Zone
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79. What is the expected operation during node addition when the new node has a different AOS version?

The entire cluster is upgraded to the latest one-click release.
The node is added and a separate upgrade operation must be performed.
The addition fails and forces the administrator to image using standalone Foundation.
The node is automatically re-imaged using the software currently running in the cluster.
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80. Which change can be made on a cluster with software-based Data-at-Rest Encryption enabled?

Disable encryption on the cluster
Deploy an additional Native KMS Server
Enable encryption for a VM
Change Native KMS to External KMS
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81. A guest VM should be able to tolerate simultaneous failure of two nodes or drives. 
 
What are the minimum requirements for the Nutanix cluster?

3 nodes with cluster RF 3 and container RF 3
3 nodes with cluster RF 3 and container RF 2
5 nodes with cluster RF 2 and container RF 3
5 nodes with cluster RF 3 and container RF 3
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82. When creating a VM on an AHV cluster, how is the initial placement of the VM determined?

AHV uses a round robin algorithm, placing new VMs onto hosts based on the numerical order of their UUID
The administrator right clicks on the desired host and selects Power on VM from the dropdown menu
The Acropolis Dynamic Scheduler selects a host which provides adequate resources for the VMs configuration
Placement is determined by the host that holds the new_VM token at the time of VM creation
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83. CPU utilization climbs above 90% on several VMs. This causes performance degradation for a business-critical application. 
 
How can alerts be configured to notify the administrator before VM CPU utilization hits 90%?

On a CVM, use ncli to set the VM CPU Check threshold for the critical VMs to a value below 90%.
On the Health dashboard, locate the VM CPU Check and lower the alert threshold below 90%.
On a CVM, configure a cron job to run the VM CPU Check more frequently and email the result.
On the Alerts dashboard, ensure that the VM CPU usage alert is not set to auto-resolve.
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84. An administrator logs in to Prism Element goes to the Network view, and sees the output shown in the exhibit. 
 



 
Which three steps must the administrator take to increase throughput to the host? (Choose three.)

Connect the 10Gb interfaces to the physical switch.
Change the bond mode to balance-slb or balance―tcp.
Remove any 1Gb interfaces still connected from the default bond.
Add a new switch to the network and connect 1Gb interfaces to it.
Change the VLAN ID to a higher priority I
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85. What is the expected behavior of the VMs residing on that host when a controller VM becomes unavailable?

A Live Migration will be performed on the affected VMs.
The host will automatically redirect I/O and VMs will continue running.
The impacted host and VMs will automatically shut down.
VM High Availability will restart the impacted VMs on another host
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86. How many SSL certificates are used by Prism Element on a Nutanix cluster?

1
5
256
2048
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87. Which two access protocols are supported by Files? (Choose two.)

ISCSI
SMB
FCOE
NFS
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88. Prism Central will be installed manually on an AHV cluster. 
 
Which three disk images must be downloaded from the portal for the Prism Central VM? (Choose three.)

var
tmp
boot
home
data
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89. What is the default network bond setting for an AHV host configuration?

active-backup
active-active
balance-slb
balance-tcp
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90. What is Prism Central primarily used for?

Multi-cluster network configuration
Container creation
Multi-cluster Single Sign On
Data reduction configuration
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91. An administrator has been alerted to a VM that has high I/O latency and wants to determine if there are any other factors, such as insufficient network or memory resources that correlate, as part of a troubleshooting process. 
 
Which type of chart should the administrator create to allow all relevant data to be easily exported to CSV for later analysis?

A VM entity chart with each of the relevant metrics.
A cluster metric chart for each of the relevant metrics
A cluster entity chart with each of the relevant metrics
A VM metric chart for each of the relevant metrics
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92. Where should an administrator unregister Prism Element from Prism Central?

From a Host SSH session
From the Prism Central web console
From the Prism Element web console
From a CVM SSH session
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93. Refer to Exhibit. 
 



 
An administrator increases the cluster RF to 3. The containers are not modified. 
 
What will the new values in the data resiliency dashboard be for FAILURES TOLERABLE for the Zookeeper and Extent Groups components?

Zookeeper = 1 and Extent Groups = 1
Zookeeper = 2 and Extent Groups = 2
Zookeeper = 2 and Extent Groups = 1
Zookeeper = 1 and Extent Groups = 2
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94. Where are Leap Availability Zones configured?

Cloud Connect
Controller VM
Prism Element
Prism Central
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95. The customer is seeing high memory utilization on a mission critical VM. Users report that the application is unavailable. The guest OS does not support hot add components. 
 
How should the administrator fix this issue?

Access the CVM on the host that is running the VM:
* Open acli
* Run a command to increase the amount of RAM assigned to the VM
From the Prism web console:
* Go to the VM dashboard
* Select the VM from the VMs list
* Choose Update
* Adjust the amount of memory assigned to the VM
Go to Control Panel in the VM:
* Select the Computer Properties
* Increase the amount of RAM assigned
During the next maintenance window:
* Select the VM from the VMs list
* Perform a graceful shutdown
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96. Which two private key types are supported by the Nutanix SSL certificate implementation? (Choose two.)

ECDSA
ECDH
ED25519
RSA
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97. An administrator wants to have a VM on an AHV cluster with access to multiple VLANs . 
 
What is the most efficient way to achieve this?

Update a vNIC on the VM to operate in trunked mode for all desired VLANs.
Create a network in AHV associated with all those VLANs on all hosts.
Use SFPs that allow the needed VLANs.
Use one vNIC per VLAN for the V
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98. An administrator is configuring data protection and DR for a multi-tier application. All VMs must be protected at the same time. 
 
What must the administrator do to meet this requirement?

Create a consistency group for each VM with identical schedules
Create a consistency group for the application and place all VMs in it
Create a protection domain for the application and select auto-protect related entities
Create a protection domain for each VM with identical schedules
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99. Refer to the exhibit. 
 



 
System Non-Root Partition Usage shows a warning or critical alert. The administrator needs to change the frequency of checks and alerts to respond more quickly. 
 
Where in Prism Element should the administrator change the frequency of checks and alerts?

Health Dashboard > Manage Crocks > Frequency
Alerts Dashboard > Manage Checks > Schedule
Health Dashboard > Manage Checks > Schedule
Alerts Dashboard > Manage Checks > Frequency
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100. An administrator is adding a node with a higher AOS release to an existing cluster. 
 
What is the most efficient action an administrator should take to ensure it is in a supported state?

Destroy cluster and foundation with the new node in place
Add the node to the cluster and leave the existing AOS version in place
Perform standalone reimage of the new node and then add to cluster
Add the node to the cluster and reboot all running VMs to use new release
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101. An administrator is configuring cross-hypervisor DR from an ESXi cluster to a new AHV cluster. When the administrator migrates a protection domain to the AHV cluster, the VMs fail to boot. 
 
What should the administrator do to correct this problem?

Increase the snapshot frequency to more than 6 hours.
Uninstall VMware Tools from the VMs.
Install Nutanix Guest Tools in the protected VMs.
Add all VMs into a single consistency group.
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102. Which component ensures uniform distribution of data throughout the cluster to eliminate hot spots and speed up rebuilds?

Cassandra
Distributed Storage Fabric
High Availability
Acropolis App Mobility Fabric
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103. An administrator wants to use Volumes to connect to physical servers that are not able to be virtualized. 
 
Which three things must be configured for Volumes to support iSCSI clients? (Choose three)

Enable external client access
Client OS iSCSI initiator
iSCSI Multipathing I/O
Cluster Virtual IP address
Data Services IP address
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104. An administrator responsible for a VDl environment needs to investigate reports of slow logins. The administrator finds that increasing the number of vCPUs from 2 to 4 will reduce the login times. Production workloads are consuming 75% of the host CPU on the cluster. The administrator increases the vCPU count on all of the VDl VMs. 
 
What are two impacts on the cluster? (Choose two)

Increasing CPU counts will decrease memory utilization
Increase memory utilization%
Increase CPU utilization%
Increase CPU ready%
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105. An administrator is reviewing performance of a core banking system that routinely has 20,000 concurrent users. During business hours, the CPU on the applications servers runs at close to 100%. The administrator needs to determine if there is a performance issue specific to the app servers, the database servers, or all servers on the cluster. 
 
Which metrics should the administrator review in Prism Analytics Graphs?

Cluster CPU and Memory Only
Cluster IO, Network, Database and App Server CPU
Cluster IO, CPU, Memory and Database and App Server CPU
Cluster IO, CPU, Memory, Network, App Server CPU
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106. An administrator needs to relocate an AHV cluster to a new datacenter during a maintenance window. The cluster will use the same IPs in the new datacenter. 
 
Which two steps should be taken to prepare for this task? (Choose two.)

Reconfigure IPMI for the new datacenter
Shut down all user VMs in the cluster
Relocate the linked LDAP server
Stop all Nutanix Files clusters
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107. Which three configuration scenarios are valid for the deployment of Prism Central? (Choose three.)

Environments use Network Address Translation.
Prism Elements and Prism Central art in different subnets.
Environments do not have Internet access.
Prism Elements and Prism Central have proxy configured.
Environments use the 192.168.5.0/24 CVM management network.
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108. A two-node ROBO cluster is configured with a witness VM. 
 



 
What happens when Node A goes down?

The- cluster becomes unavailable and goes into read-only mode.
All operations and services on the Node B are shut down and go into a waiting state.
The cluster is unaffected and no administrator intervention is required.
Node B sends a leadership request to the Witness VM and goes into single-node mode.
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109. What is the name of the internal bridge used by AHV nodes and CVMs?

vnet0
br1
br0
virbr0
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110. HOTSPOT 
 
What is the proper sequence to perform a one-click upgrade to a Nutanix cluster? 
 
Item instructions: For each procedure, indicate the order in which that procedure must take place to meet the item requirements. Not all procedures are valid. Identify any invalid procedures using the drop-down option. 
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111. Which two capabilities does IPAM provide in a Nutanix networking configuration? (Choose two.)

Allows proxy server settings to be set up for a defined network
Allows AHV to assign IP addresses automatically to VMs using DHCP
Configures a VLAN with an IP subnet and assigns a group of IP addresses
Configures firewall rules to prevent or allow certain TCP/IP traffic
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112. In Files, how many FSVMs are deployed by default?

1
2
3
5
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